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Further information here

A funny take on conveying that one’s far better off with cooperation than with being bossy.

Who rules the farmyard? Jimmy Catter, of course! Only because of him, life there goes smoothly: the 
dog sleeps, the chickens cluck, and the pigs wallow in the mud – just as Jimmy ordered them to do. 
Then the new cat Jolie moves in and challenges Jimmy to prove his ordering prowess. When that and 
everything else he tries to impress Jolie with goes awry, Jimmy starts to wonder: Is ruling alone really 
the way to go or wouldn’t it be much nicer to be working together on equal terms? 

https://www.magellanverlag.de/titel/jimmy-catter-ruler-of-the-farmyard/1050?fr
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Creative People:

 Jan Kaiser, born in 1976, is actually a lawyer. Initially working as a Author:
judge in Lüneburg, he’s now focusing on legal education. To compensate for 
the dry work of Lady Justice, he writes half-serious texts. His nonsense 
poems have been published in various books, newspapers, and on the radio. 
Making up stories for picture books is his latest passion. He lives in Breisgau 
with his family.

 Pina Gertenbach, born in Karlsruhe, studied communication Illustrator:
design at the University of Applied Sciences Mannheim. She has been 
working as a freelance illustrator and graphic designer for publishers and 
agencies ever since. She lives and works in Berlin.


